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233

Question: What is comprehensive HDD management of a
CCTV system?
Answer: The Alien DVR range has an unsurpassed HDD managment allowing cameras to be allocated
particular drives for recording, duplicate drive recording, DVD & USB backups and file protection.

Priority HDD Management



The alienEKO+, alienMax and alienHybrid have unsurpassed HDD
management allowing critical cameras to be allocated certain drives for
recording. For example, a key camera overlooking a till can be allocated
1 drive for its recording whilst remaining cameras can be left with the
remaining drives to share. The benefit would be that the till camera has
an extended recording period before it will overwrite.

Duplicate Drive Recording



This feature is further enhanced with the “Duplicate” drive recording
facility, where the DVR can be managed to make 2 drives record the same
images, thus creating a back up within the DVR itself in case of a hard drive
error.

DVD/CD Writer or USB Device



Where file back ups are required for evidence purposes, quick copies can
be made on to a USB stick or using the DVR’s built in CD/DVD writer.

File Lock



If an immediate copy of evidence cannot be made, the DVR has a “File
Lock” facility to prevent a recorded file from being overwritten completely.
This can be unlocked once it is certain that a copy has been made.

This CCTV installation tip is aimed at helping you to install CCTV equipment. If you are looking for answers on “how to fit CCTV” or perhaps “how to network a DVR or
NVR” or even “how to get CCTV on your mobile phone” why not check out our full range of CCTV installation tips at: www.systemq.com
How to guides aim to answer commonly asked questions in a concise and informative manner. They are for advice & guidance only and do not replace any of the manuals or other literature supplied with our products.
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